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The Prevalence and Diagnosis of Chronic Liver Disease

This growing epidemic puts a strain on both the healthcare system and clinical practices. The continued growth in patient cases 
and emergence of potential new treatments creates an urgent need for a cost-effective, quick and accurate solution to assess and 
manage this disease.

Currently, physicians can diagnose liver disease with a combination of blood tests, ultrasound, and MRI or biopsy.

Sonic Incytes has developed the first handheld 3D liver tissue assessment tool with diagnostic accuracy comparable to MRI. It is 
accurate, accessible and affordable.

Accuracy: VelacurTM offers greater reliability and accuracy than the current standard of care:

Accessibility: VelacurTM is convenient and accessible for a variety of practice settings. It’s a scalable solution for use by 
physicians at point of care, allowing for broad assessment of patients and those at-risk.

Affordability: VelacurTM is the most cost-effective in comparison to MRI, biopsy and other diagnostic tools, and provides a new 
revenue stream for clinicians.

VelacurTM has been evaluated in various clinical studies by top medical specialists in North America and results show it to be 
equivalent to the gold standard (MRI).

Given this emerging global health crisis, rising healthcare costs, and imminent NASH drug approvals, VelacurTM offers a promising 
solution for this unmet need.
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While blood tests and general ultrasound are easy and inexpensive to administer, they are unable to provide a reliable 
diagnosis on their own.

30x greater tissue sampling

Ultrasound elastography improves the ability to quantify liver disease, but provides inconsistent results due to technical 
limitations.

2x deeper tissue measurement

On the other hand, while MRI and biopsy are considered the gold standard, they are expensive, invasive and inconvenient.

3D volumetric acquisition with AI image guidance

Data shows high concordance to MRE for all body types
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